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From the desk of Mark Thomas
Welcome to the 4 Paws for Ability 2021 Annual Report.
2021 was a year of incredible change and growth and I
am so proud to be a part of the direction that 4 Paws is
heading. With the help of our wonderful board, staff
members, volunteers, clients and donors, 4 Paws is
positioning itself to meet the growing needs of the
families and veterans we serve.
 
I am most proud of our ability to quickly open The
Ability Center over the summer. The process required
patience and persistence, which is now paying off. The
building is currently providing a great start for our
puppies in training to become the next generation of
service dogs. It replaced an outdated structure to allow
us to better care for our puppies and was designed in a
way that will allow us to meet future needs.
 

It has been my
pleasure to play a
part in an
organization that has
such a positive
impact on children
and Veterans. All of
our 4 Paws family
can be proud of the
work being done.
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Mission

Vision

Values

Enriching the lives of people with disabilities by placing life changing service
dogs. 

4 Paws envisions a world where people with disabilities can realize their full
potential one service dog at a time.

We make a lifetime commitment to ensure the wellbeing of every 4 Paws
dog we breed, train, and place.

Developing the skills of our team members helps attract and maintain the
best available talent.

Maintaining a large, dedicated, and well trained volunteer base to support
the success of every 4 Paws dog.

Lifetime support for our 4 Paws families and commitment to making our
service dogs available to those who qualify by placing dogs tailored to
their unique individual needs.

Maintaining financial independence by being good stewards of our donor
contributions enables the organization to make decisions in the best
interest of our clients and team members.

Educating our clients and community on the appropriate use of service
dogs and the differences between service dogs, therapy dogs, and
Emotional Support Animals; as well as other working dogs.

Scan this QR Code 
to continue our mission

+1 937-374-0385
info@4pawsforability.org
www.4pawsforability.org
207 Dayton Avenue
Xenia, OH 45385
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Natalie & Marshmallow
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Ian & Cumin 

From there Ian underwent counseling for over a year and a half. Tanya still
noticed that he wasn’t getting any better from the stressful counseling sessions.
Ian and Tanya talked about getting Ian a new friend; he grew up with dogs and
needed a buddy. From there the search began, and 4 Paws for Ability was found.
An email and phone call later Ian submitted his application and was accepted.
Ian was matched with his new buddy, Windsor in July 2015. The connection was
instant. 

Windsor went everywhere with Ian: shopping, sporting events, and to work
with Ian at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Windsor was such an inspiration
that the family bought a house near 4 Paws and named it Windsor’s Place. It is a
nightly or extended stay fully furnished home with 3/4 bedrooms consisting of
3000 sq ft. Many 4 Paws clients have stayed there during their training at 4
Paws and have raved about their experience. 

Sadly, Windsor passed away from cancer after serving Ian for five years, and 4
Paws immediately began training a replacement. Ian met Q (given name Cumin)
in January 2021. Q had big “paws” to fill, but has settled in well. 

Q was trained to help Ian with PTSD, mobility support, and picking up items. Ian
has overwhelming anxiety in crowded public places, and while driving. During
these situations Q can identify his growing anxiety and perform specific tasks to
help Ian cope with that anxiety. Q will paw at Ian and rub up against him to get
his attention, sometimes even laying over Ian and nuzzling him with his nose.
This refocuses Ian to pay attention to Q and not the environment and things
going around him.

Air Force Master Sergeant Ian Williams
brings with him a very different set of
life experiences than the average 4
Paws client. Ian is a veteran of the
United States Air Force, serving 21
years active duty and finally retiring in
September of 2012. Like too many
veterans, Ian returned from service
changed. With persistent pushing from
his wife, Tanya, he finally decided to go
seek help. Ian turned to the Dayton VA
where they interviewed him and
decided that he needed to be seen at the
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder Clinic. 

"Q"
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"Our biggest accomplishment in 2021 was raising two puppies! My parents
started raising their first foster Charmin, who just graduated as a
multipurpose service dog in December, while my sister & I raised Hiroshi
together at our apartment!" -The Loos Family
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Multipurpose
30.9%

Autism Assistance
24.3%

Seizure Alert
19.1%

Multipurpose & Seizure
9.6%

Mobility
5.1%

Veterans
3.7%

4 Paws specializes in training service dogs for children and veterans. Our
service dogs are task-trained for the individual needs of our clients. The
majority of placements are multipurpose, followed by seizure assistance and
autism assistance. We were founded on the principle that all individuals should
have access to a service dog, especially those who are underserved. Challenges
are welcome!

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO HELP US TRAIN AND PLACE 
LIFESAVING SERVICE DOGS

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
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The Right Dog for the Job

Millie and Peppermint are
specifically trained for
medical procedures and
situations. They work in a way
similar to a member of the
care team. They both work to
help calm patients during
certain procedures, encourage
kids to get up and move
around even when they're
feeling sick, comfort kids who
have experienced trauma, and
help with bereavement. Each
day can look different for
them because they are
working to support each
child's specific care needs.

When beginning her position as a child life specialist at Dayton Children’s Hospital,
Meghan King always had in the back of her mind “how can I align my two passions,
helping hospitalized patients and their families and my love of dogs into one dream
job to better support those experiencing life-threatening illnesses or trauma”? Kara
Lucas, another child life specialist at Dayton Children’s Hospital had the same
passion for the child life profession and a huge heart for animals. Together, Meghan
and Kara quickly proposed the idea of starting a facility dog program to senior
leadership and later gained the approval from the CEO of Dayton Children’s Hospital.
They received nothing but support from all staff members involved in the process.

Meghan was previously involved with 4 Paws for Ability during 2014-2019. She
began the University of Cincinnati 4 Paws for Ability organization and fostered 5
different dogs who are now either placed as service dogs and/or are with their
guardian homes. She knew 4 Paws for Ability would be the perfect fit for the
hospital's new program stating, “We are not the first hospital to have a facility dog
program but are so excited to be the first hospital to receive a facility dog trained by
4 Paws for Ability. We feel so incredibly lucky to have 4 Paws for Ability so close by.
We look forward to a continued partnership so together we can better help and
support our community. "
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The Right Dog for the Job

"Millie has been an asset to our PICU team in countless ways. I always knew that
Millie and Peppermint were going to have a great impact on our patients and
families. The one area where I see a huge benefit from the facility dog program is the
unwavering support and unconditional love these dogs provide each patient and
family. Just when families and patients feel like everything is falling apart and they
aren’t able to see any light at the end of the situation, Millie and Peppermint are there
to put the pieces back together and walk alongside them. Millie has sat outside of
patients' rooms to alert me that a parent or patient is in need of support. Each time
she has alerted me to check in with a patient and family we have walked in to find
either the patient or family member crying. Each time, the patient family’s
response includes 'Millie, how did you know that I needed you'? Millie and
Peppermint have an innate ability to connect to each individual and help us strive to
provide the best care possible here at Dayton Children’s Hospital," Megan described.

Peppermint primarily covers the medical
imaging department, alongside Child Life
Specialist, Kara. Kara helps kids
understand what to expect when getting
an MRI. She shows kids pictures
of the MRI scanner and allows them to
hear the noises the camera makes to
familiarize them with the process. Kara
uses Peppermint as a tool to teach kids
about the process and to promote positive
coping throughout their visit.

"Animals offer this inherently safe, soft, ground leveling presence. It’s magic to kids. The
number of times we’ve met a patient where the staff have said the child is not
responding to anyone and then I enter the room with Peppermint, it’s a totally different
experience. Kids trust Peppermint, it’s so special to see," Kara explained.

Millie spends the majority of her day in the pediatric intensive care unit. This unit is
where all the children who are requiring critical care stay until they are stable. These
patients often endure a lot of medical procedures and tests. Meghan and Millie help to
provide patients developmentally appropriate preparation for their procedures and
then provide that patient support during their procedure to help aid in positive coping
and comfort.
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Staff Spotlight Lynn Williams

Lynn Williams began her 4 Paws for
Ability journey as a Volunteer
Trainer during her college years.
She founded the 4 Paws for Ability
student organization at The Ohio
State University and began working
at 4 Paws prior to graduation in
2016. In 2017 she was given the
position of University Program
Coordinator and has lovingly
supported thousands of Volunteer
Trainers throughout their journeys.
In 2021 Lynn was promoted to
Service Dog in Training Director.

She is also a guardian home to
breeder Singer, mom of the Friends
and Buckeye litters. Lynn has truly
come full circle on her 4 Paws
journey saying, "The student
organization that I started many
moons ago, raised $10,000, to
sponsor a litter of puppies at 4
Paws, and I am so unbelievably
humbled that my Singy girl gets to
be the mom of that litter ."

4 Paws staff make up about 3% of the people involved in fulfilling our mission and play a
pivotal roll in helping 4 Paws accomplish all that we do. 

The team includes passionate, talented and committed professionals. We have an average of
65 staff in six different departments: Administration, Training, Volunteer, Socialization,
Veterinarian and Dog Care. Responsibilities range from client support, to feeding and
exercising dogs, to working with volunteers, to making sure the dogs are healthy, to training
them in advanced service dog skills. While dogs are only temporarily at the 4 Paws center, at
any time we have dogs of all different ages and needs.  Dogs need care all the time, so the 4
Paws center is staffed 365 days of the year, 24 hours a day - even on holidays!
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Landon & Gully
Landon Sherwood loves animals.
Particularly his family’s three dogs, and 12
chickens. He also loves his little brother,
Grady. They have a close and special bond,
but Landon works every day on trying to
have an emotional attachment to other
people because of his diagnosis of ASD
(Autism Spectrum Disorder). While
generally a happy kid at home, he does
have meltdowns, craves routine and can
have intense emotions. Wandering is also a
concern in public. That’s where his 4 Paws
for Ability Autism Assistance Dog,
Gullwing (Gully), comes in. 

The behavior disruption techniques of lap, nuzzle, touch, kisses, and deep pressure that
were taught to Gully have really helped limit meltdowns and the tethering/second
leash training Gully received at 4 Paws has helped keep Landon safe while he and his
family are in public. 
 
Gully has made an incredible impact on the family, "Since Gully has been with us,
Landon is willing to go in public for almost any event. If Landon is refusing to leave the
house the simple sentence of, ‘Gully is going too’ reassures him. He has more
confidence in knowing that wherever he goes, Gully will be there if he needs him.
Landon no longer sleeps in our bed and will confidently sleep in his own room
throughout the night," explains Landon's mom Chelsea.

Gully helps as a social bridge as well, whenever someone has questions about him,
Landon is encouraged to engage with others, something that can be difficult for our
kiddos. 
 
In the time Landon and Gully have been a team, Landon has graduated from Special
Education and is in Gen Ed 100% of the time! This is a HUGE accomplishment for him
as he has spent his entire life receiving services of some kind. Landon is smart, funny,
and very witty, and is blossoming into a confident, happy, and secure child in large
part because of his Autism Assistance Dog, Gully. 

"The sheer presence of Gully in our home has made such an impact on our sweet boy
in many ways. We couldn't be happier with the match and how sweet Gullwing is,”
says Chelsea.
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Derek & Layton
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Lillie & Shadow
Lillie's 4 Paws for Ability journey started
shortly after she was diagnosed with
epilepsy at the age of seven. Two years
later, she developed autoimmune
encephalitis. 

"4 Paws came highly recommended to me
by a college sorority sister, who had a
student with a 4 Paws dog in her
classroom," explained Lillie's mom Jessica.
The family began fundraising shortly after
and were touched by the support they
received. "Our fundraising went faster than
expected because when my father’s
fraternity brothers from Penn State heard
about her situation and how close we were
to finishing, they all contributed and
finished the last few thousand we needed
within a weekend. Fundraising can be
stressful, but it also showed us how many
people cared about our family and did not
hesitate to help."

 Since bringing Shadow home, he has given Lillie a level of independence his
family didn’t think she would ever have. He alerts to her seizures, responds until
help can arrive, and helps her manage all of the more minor symptoms of her
illness, such as tics, migraines, and anxiety. When she had a drop seizure and hit
her head in the bathroom at school, he laid on her until she stopped trying to get
up, then went for help and brought the school counselor to her. 

Not only does Shadow give Lillie confidence but he also gives her family peace of
mind. Lillie's mom explained that, "Knowing she has him allows us to relax as
parents, and allows her to focus on being a teenager a bit more." 

When Shadow was originally placed, Lillie needed support from an adult to
handle him. In 2021 Lillie returned to 4 Paws and was certified as Shadow's
primary handler."This not only removed the final barrier to him being able to
work to his full potential, but it has also removed a limitation of her diagnoses.
Her favorite memory with him so far is completing her public access test because
it was such an accomplishment for her, and she couldn’t have been successful if it
wasn’t for their amazing bond."
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Layla & Harry
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Donor Spotlight
 

David and Robyn Maggio
David and Robyn Maggio have been
donating to 4 Paws for Ability every
month since 2019. When asked why
they chose 4 Paws, their response was:
 
“We are passionate about helping those
struggling with tough physical and
mental health issues, especially those
that have sacrificed for their country.
We have always found that dogs, and
other pets, play an important role when
anyone is faced with overbearing
challenges. Our two dogs, Ranger and
Ruby, provide comfort and bring joy to
our lives. Supporting 4 Paws allows us
to share that with veterans in need.
 
We are proud to support 4 Paws for
Ability, happy with our commitment to
lend a helping hand, and provide
veterans with the service dogs they
need and deserve.”
 
Thank you to David and Robyn for
their recurring support!

If you would like to be a recurring donor,
you can do so by visiting the weblink
https://www.4pawsforability.org/4-

paws-investors/
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The Ability Center

The Ability Center now provides an exceptional environment for staff,
volunteers, and puppies. The facility is equipped with non-porous materials
throughout to enhance cleanliness. This results in improved health of our
young puppy trainees. The new building provides more space for volunteers
and staff to train and is designed to optimize socialization opportunities, such
as a new sound system to increase the exposure of our puppies to common
environmental sounds.

The Ability Center is the temporary home of our puppy program while we 
 work towards our long-term goal of building a Puppy Enrichment Center,
which will become the final home for our puppy program. The Ability Center
will then be used for additional training space with a mock apartment. Since its
opening, TAC has been home for six to eight litters of puppies at a time. The
Puppy Enrichment Coordinator, Nels Horan, says, "The best part is the
improved opportunities for socialization that the facility provides for staff,
volunteers, and puppies."

Before

After

The expansion of 4 Paws for Ability's campus
came to fruition in August of 2021 with the
completion of the new building purchase and
remodel that is now known as The Ability Center
(TAC) in memory of Dorothy and Sue. The new
facility replaced the outdated "puppy house,"
which was torn down in the fall of 2021. 
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"I love working at 4 Paws for so many reasons. I
became involved as a volunteer while I was in

college. After I graduated, I was lost. I didn't know
what I was doing with my life, but I knew I loved

working with these dogs. Coming home to the dogs
I was raising was what I looked forward to most.
When the pandemic hit, I had no idea what I was
going to do. Once I saw that 4 Paws was hiring, I

knew this was it for me. Working here has given me
a purpose. Knowing that what I do is making such a
huge impact on others is just the best feeling in the

world. And working with puppies everyday? I
lucked out with the best job ever. Everyone here is

working towards the same goal, preparing these
dogs to change lives. My coworkers have become

some of my best friends and 4 Paws is truly like one
big family."  -Olivia Thompson

2021Placements
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4 Paws for Ability
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for 2021.
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Volunteers - doing the "heart" work

Onsite 
 

volunteers

19,530 hours served
428 New Volunteers
43 Educational Visits 

Traditional
Homes

130 Guardian Homes
162 Traditional Volunteer      

Trainer Homes

University
Homes

20 College Campuses
211 Dogs with University

Trainer Homes

"One of my greatest accomplishments of 2021 was raising Moonstar to be an
amazing service dog for her boy, Gage. Socializing during a pandemic and
while teaching full-time was no small feat. I'm proud of myself for helping
her overcome fears, control her temperament, and flaunt her confidence.
We were quite the pair and handing her over to her new family was very
emotional. Watching her succeed in class and then go on to fit right in with
her amazing family makes my heart fill with so much joy. She continues to
make me proud of her and of myself and she will forever be one of my
greatest accomplishments. "  - Jenna Faldorf
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Volunteer Spotlight Emerson
Emerson began volunteering at 4 Paws for Ability  
in 2018 when she was only four years old. She
looks for any possible way to help our service
dogs in training. Over the past years, Emerson has
supported 4 Paws in many ways. The 4 Paws staff
are always excited to see and the dogs are thrilled!

Emerson is a young entrepreneur for good. She
had the idea to sell gourds from her family's
garden and make homemade cards to raise money
for 4 Paws. Since she started these fundraisers,
Emerson has been able to donate over $1,000 to
sponsor a service dog in training and purchase
much needed supplies for our service dogs in
training. 

As an agency who embraces youth volunteers,
Emerson and her family have enjoyed working
alongside our training staff. Emerson allows our
service dogs in training to get realistic experience
of working with a child. She also brings her
younger brother Branson to volunteer with her.

Emerson is also hands on with the newest service dogs in training; our puppies!
Her and her family do health checks on the newborn puppies by weighing them
and recording their weights. They also love cuddling the momma dogs and taking
them for walks. 

All of Emerson's volunteer work at 4 Paws has inspired her to become a
veterinarian. Her mother shared with us, "[Emerson] has her room set up with a
microchipping station, a vet clinic for sick and injured dogs, a whelping station,
and kennels for her 'big' dogs. She has tags just like on the kennels telling the
name, litter, gender, microchip #, and food aversions. She has puppy health
checklists for each of her dogs. She has training and socializing schedules.
Everything she has learned she has put into action in her bedroom, also known in
our house as the Pupperoni House. 4 Paws has opened this wonderful world of
animal care to her and 100% has sculpted and molded this dream of her becoming
an animal care-taker when she grows up." 
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Donations
48.8%

Program Service Fees
37.6%

Government Grant Income
7.6%

Sales and Fees
2.1%

Dog Care
52%

Dog Training
28.7%

Administrative
10.5%

Fundraising and Program Development
8.8%

2021Revenue

2021Expenses
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Statements of Financial Position
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From the desk of Helena Brooks

4 Paws breeds dogs onsite and conducts in-depth health and genetic testing
Puppies are socialized and learn their basis skills with the help of volunteers supporting our
Puppy Enrichment program or through the Prison Program
Volunteers raise puppies during the first year of training and socialization in preparation for
advanced training
4 Paws service dogs are task trained for the specific needs of each client by professional 4 Paws
trainers in advanced training conducted at the 4 Paws facility in Xenia, Ohio, with the support of
additional staff and volunteer trainers

I start this letter with a great feeling of pride – 2021 was the 23rd year in which 4 Paws assisted
families by providing task trained service dogs to meet the needs of their children, and in 2021 4
Paws proudly placed 136 service dogs with families. However, this was also one of the most
challenging years in the history of 4 Paws. Like every other organization, we had to address the
complications of Covid – however, only limited 4 Paws administrative activities could be shifted to
work-from-home, requiring the development of safety protocols and procedures that allowed the
training, veterinary and kennel staff to continue performing their on-premise duties.
  
Additionally, 2021 saw a change in the role of the Executive Director of 4 Paws, with Mark Thomas
stepping into the role after Karen Shirk, the 4 Paws founder retired. Mark brings four years of
experience on the 4 Paws Board to the position, along with a strong resume of community service
as the retired Fire Chief of Beavercreek. 

As in every other year, we could not have successfully placed 136 service dogs without the
dedicated support of our amazing volunteers, foster families and puppy raisers! There are many
steps required that lead to that Graduation Day when a family leaves with their dog:

Each of these steps requires expertise, focus, and the great dedication of our staff and the
Leadership Team. And while we are very proud of our 23-year history, and the placement of 1650+
service dogs over that period, we continually look for ways to improve everything we do. We want
to make the overall 4 Paws experience easy and accessible for our clients, rewarding for our
employees, and responsible to our donors. We are very fortunate to have a broad donor community
supporting our efforts – while each family raises funds for their service dog, the family
responsibility provides approximately 50% of the full cost to raise and train the dog, the remainder
comes from our donors and we are very grateful for their generosity.

Finally, I take significant pride in my fellow Board members – also volunteers, they each bring a
unique skill to the Board which they apply to help 4 Paws raise funds, adopt digital tools, expand
facilities and manage a non-profit organization that is compliant with all laws and regulations.

It was challenging, but we are very proud of our efforts and accomplishments for 2021, and we go
into 2022 with pride, confidence and appreciation for all the volunteers, staff members, and donors
that in combination make the 4 Paws “magic” happen.

With pride,
Helena Brooks – Board Chair
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Key StaffBoard of Directors

Mark Thomas
Executive Director

Jennifer Lutes
Associate Director

Brian Arney
HR/Operations Director

Peg Walsh Bernert
Alaska Training Director

Erin Bittner
Director of Socialization and Genetics

Kelly Camm
Development Director

KaLynn Clark
Director of Volunteer Engagement

Ruth Keller
DVM

Jessa Kenworthy
Training Director

MaKayla Keys
Kennel Coordinator

Lynn Williams
Service Dog in Training Director

Helena Brooks
Board Chair
Governance and Finance Committees

Beth Cesta
Fundraising and Community Outreach Committees

Julie George
Human Resources and Fundraising Committees

Linda Davis
Fundraising and Governance Committees

Kathy Barnes
Finance Committee

Jason Snyder
Fundraising and Finance Committees

Randy Lytes
Human Resources Committee

John Jolly
Fundraising Committee

Jake Persky
Finance Committee

Hannah Carver
Systems and Community Outreach Committees

Madeline Hutchinson
Systems Committee

Tanya Mahon
Systems and Human Resources Committees

Kimberly McNeer
Human Resources Committee

Chuck Bushnell

Current as of August 2022

Scan this QR Code 
to support our mission



4 Paws for Ability
207 Dayton Avenue
Xenia, OH 45385
+1 937-374-0385
info@4pawsforability.org
www.4pawsforability.org


